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With the launch of this Strategic Plan in June 2022, we set out a 
programme of activities for the next five years, from 2022 to 2027, 
which aims at fulfilling UIPE’s Vision, Mission and ultimately the ongo-
ing obligations enshrined in our Constitution and relevant national 
laws.  In developing this Strategic Plan, we followed a participative 
and consultative approach in order to ensure full understanding of the 
objectives, priorities and challenges faced by UIPE in satisfying its 
mandate as defined in its Constitution.  
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This strategic plan has been developed from 
stakeholder consultations and strategy work-
shops held over the last six years and spanning 
three presidential terms (2016-2022). We take 
this opportunity to thank all UIPE stakeholders 
for their meaningful contributions and support 
to this process and we welcome you on the 
journey of implementation. We further appreci-
ate the past Presidents (2016-2018), 
(2018-2020) and (2020-2022) for leading the 
consultations at different stages during their 
term of office and our strategic partner, the 
Delegation of European Union to Uganda (EUD) 
for funding the development of this Strategic 
Plan.
 
Everyone in UIPE is expected to do their best in 
ensuring that the agreed upon objectives are 
achieved. The President, Council, Council Com-
mittees, Executives of the Branches and Secre-
tariat, must collectively and individually provide 
the leadership and direction to the Institution 
and commit to the acquisition and effective 
management of resources and capacity that will 
enable UIPE to work effectively and deliver the 
strategic objectives set out in this Plan.  
This will require consistent levels of communi-
cation, collaboration and coordination between 
all building blocks of UIPE (Council and Council 
Committees, Branches, Secretariat and UIPE 
Membership) and UIPE’s partners particular-
ly-ERB, UACE, UNABCEC, Government MDAs, 
Development Partners, the private sector, 
national professional associations, academia 
and fraternal engineering organizations at 

regional, continental and global level. The Stra-
tegic Plan provides a framework in which UIPE 
can achieve its Vision, Mission and Strategic 
Objectives over the next 5 years. In order to 
provide clear guidelines against which to 
manage the Plan’s implementation, we have 
developed a Results Management Matrix, which 
accompanies the Strategic Plan setting out 
what has to be achieved, by when and by whom. 
On behalf of Council 2022-2024, I commit and 
encourage all of us to commit to reporting and 
evaluating our efforts and to continuously learn 
and improve what we do as we move together 
on this journey towards our shared vision. I 
believe this strategic plan will establish the 
foundations, floor and walls of our house that 
will ensure a strong and successful future for 
UIPE.
 
“Prepare For The Future”

Eng. Andrew Muhwezi
President 
UIPE 
2022-2024

FOREWORD
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Uganda Institution of Professional Engineers (UIPE) is an organisation that brings together the
engineering fraternity in Uganda. The Institution was established as an association of professional
engineers of Uganda in 1972 and has gone from strength-to-strength providing Professional
Development, Research, Standard setting, Advocacy and Advice to its members and the industry
as a whole.
Whilst activities have expanded and revenues have improved, UIPE faces many challenges to
uphold its position as Uganda’s foremost institution for engineers, technologists and technicians.
To remain competitive in Uganda, the East Africa region and globally, Uganda’s engineers,
technologists and technicians need to meet increasingly stringent engineering and ethical
standards. It is UIPE’s role to support its members to achieve those standards.
Going forward, therefore, UIPE has a vision of:

In achieving its Vision and Mission, and to meet its legal mandate, UIPE aims to be accountable to
its membership and responsible to the public whilst adopting the highest standards of
professionalism with impeccable ethics and integrity.
This strategic plan has been informed by a comprehensive situational analysis, identifying areas in
which UIPE needs to respond and improve its performance. From the analysis, two strategic aims
have been identified, to:

 1. Position UIPE as an ‘Independent Professional Body” - capable of representing all   
  professionals, practicing or intending to practice, as engineers, technologists and tech 
  nicians in Uganda
 2. Transform UIPE into a “Business-Orientated Organisation” - that sustainably provides  
  career development services to its members, from graduation (at universities and tech 
  nical colleges) to corporate membership and beyond.

This Strategic Plan therefore provides a framework in which UIPE can bring about the performance 
improvements expected of a leading professional body in order to achieve its Vision, Mission and 
Strategic Objectives for the next 5 years.

This Strategic Plan is accompanied by:
• A Results Management Matrix which sets out for each strategic objective, what has to be  
 achieved, by when and by whom. 
• A Business Plan, covering the first 3 years of the Strategic Plan, which sets out the revenues  
 and expenditures needed to implement the Plan. 

Engineering excellence transforming the nation

To nurture and promote excellence in the science and practice of engineering in 
                                                              Uganda

And a Mission:
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The Uganda Institution of Professional Engineers 
(UIPE) is an organisation that brings together the 
engineering fraternity in Uganda. The Institution 
was established as an association of profession-
al engineers of Uganda in 1972.

UIPE succeeded the defunct East Africa Institu-
tion of Engineers (EAIE), which was established 
on January 19, 1945 and dissolved in 1972 into 
separate associations for the different East 
African countries.

1.2 Purpose

UIPE was formed to promote the general 
advancement of the science and practice of 
engineering and its applications, and to facilitate 
the exchange of information and ideas amongst 
its members. The institution also has a responsi-
bility to the public to ensure adherence to profes-
sional standards, ethics, and engineering best 
practices by its members in the provision of 
engineering products and services. As such, UIPE 
is expected to provide leadership and direction in 
all policies and matters of public interest that are 
of engineering nature.

1.3 Mandate

The Engineers Registration Act (1969) of Uganda 
that was later amended by the Engineers Regis-
tration Act (Amendment) Decree of 1977 (Decree 
No. 10) makes it a mandatory requirement to 
register with the Engineers’ Registration Board 
(ERB) prior to practicing engineering for gain in 
Uganda. In the same Act under Section 20, it is 
provided that a person to be registered should, 
among others, be a member of the institution 
(defined as the Uganda Institution of Profession-
al Engineers in Section 1 of the Act). As such, the 
Institution has the legal mandate to evaluate and 
assess engineers in its corporate ranks who are 

 
ready and prepared to practice independently as 
professional engineers and can be registered by 
ERB under the Act. By extension, UIPE is obliged 
to nurture, train, and develop engineers to take on 
professional responsibilities in Uganda.

1.4 Core Functions and Services

From the Objects set out in its Constitution, UIPE 
aims to organize its activities in the following 
core functions and services, as follows: 

 1. Professional Development: 
  Continuous Professional Develop  
  ment (CPD); Training; Learning;   
  Growth; maintaining    
  membership; towards ERB registra 
  tion.
 2. Research: 
  Research & Development; Innovate;  
  Improve; with Members, Universi  
  ties, Technical Colleges, etc.
 3. Sharing: 
  Share information, knowledge,   
  opportunities through publications,  
  engagements, networking and   
  social gatherings.
 4. Standard setting:
  Set, ensure and validate standards  
  for curricula and qualifications of   
  educational institutions, incl. ethics;  
  in consultation with National Coun 
  cil of higher Education (NCHE), ERB  
  & others; incl. benchmarking
 5. Advocacy: 
  Advocate, Influence, Encourage   
  change in standards, policies,   
  procedures, etc. – in government &  
  industry.
 6. Advice: 
  Advise government and private   
  sector, based on learning, research,  
  insights.
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   UIPE President Eng. Andrew Muhwezi with Chairman Board Eng. Dr.
     Isaac Mutenyo together with Board and Council members at the
grand opening of cutting a new UIPE site structure on 14th June 2022
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    UIPE’S 
Statements

Mission

Vission
Engineering excellence 
transforming the nation

   To nature and promote
  excellence in the science
and practice of engineering
              in Uganda

Core Values

Core values are the 
fundamental principles that
are reflected in the way an 
organization operates, 
affecting the decisions it 
makes, and the behavior of 
its members and employees 
involved in performing UIPE 
services.  UIPE embraces 
the following core values to 
build and maintain a culture 
supporting the successful 
execution of this strategy 
through:

MISSION, VISION &
CORE VALUES.

1.



 

1.8 Governance

Council is responsible for the direction and 
management of the assets and affairs of the 
Institution in accordance with the Constitution 
and Rules from time to time in force. In execut-
ing such powers, Council works through Council 
Committees, Branches and the Secretariat all 
established in accordance with the constitution.
Members through the Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) appoint a Council every two years to 
represent them and govern the Institution 
through its various structures. The Secretariat is 
the permanent administration responsible for the 
day to day operations and the execution of the 
UIPE Strategy. 

The current Council comprises 18 members: 
 • The President
 • Three vice Presidents
 • The Honorary Secretary
 • The Honorary Treasurer
 • The Immediate Past President 
 • 6 Corporate members 
 • 3 Branch representatives

ACCOUNTABILITY TO MEMBERS

The source of strength of Engineering profession is its membership, providing corporate intelligence
and determining individually and severally, the reputation and vitality of the Institution. Thus, continued
membership to UIPE must ensure the individual's professional growth in the development and 
implementation of 'The Engineering Solution'. The Institution must promote and encourage 
innovativeness, creativity and positive risk-taking among its members. The Institution must be relevant
to its membership and high standards of transparency and accountability must be exercised at all 
times.

Responsibility to the Public: 

Services and products supplied to the public, be it in academics, research, consultancy, services, 
factories, construction sites or in politics, are the defining measure of our professionalism and must at 
all times be above reproach. Engineering practice in Uganda must be responsive to public interests and
concerns. Members of the institution must exercise fairness and equity in professional judgment.

Professional Ethics: 

Members’ professional and social conduct must be guided by ethical codes both written and unwritten 
demanding the Institution to be a strictly self-regulating organ. Members must exhibit the highest 
standards of professionalism with impeccable ethics and integrity.

 

The current Council Committees are:
 1. Finance and Administration (F&A)  
  Committee
 2. Membership, Education and Train  
  ing (MET) Committee
 3. Joint Assessment Committee (JAC)
 4. Public Relations & Professional   
  Ethics (PRPE) Committee
 5. National Technology Forum (NTF)  
  Committee.
 6. Accreditation Committee (AC)
 7. Women Engineers, Technologists   
  and Technicians (WETT) Committee
 8. Technology House Committee

The current UIPE Branches are:
 1. Kampala
 2. Jinja
 3. Lira
 4. Soroti
 5. West Nile (at Arua)
 6. Mbarara
 7. New Mbale Branch
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The current Secretariat consists of:
The Executive Secretary (ES) as the Head of the Secretariat who reports to the Council.
 
 The ES is assisted by 3 Managers in charge of the following functions:
 • The Finance and Administration Manager (FAM) supports the Finance and Administra 
  tion (F&A) Committee of Council. 
 • The Membership Services Manager (MSM) supports the Membership,    
  Education and Training (MET), Joint Assessment and Accreditation  Committees of  
  Council.
  Professional Development Manag er in charge of Development of new    
  trainings through the Engineering  Professional Development Center (EPDC) and   
  eLearning Resource Center.
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Figure 1: The Current Organisational Structure 

•
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PAST PERFORMANCE.
On the 13th May 2022 during the Annual General Meeting, the newly elected 
   President Eng. Andrew Muhwezi took office and this operationalized the 
Council 2022-2024 term. Council held its first meeting on 7th June 2022 at 
UIPE Secretariat Offices in Kyambogo. To complete the UIPE leadership team, 
 the six UIPE branches namely Kampala, Mbarara, Jinja, Lira, Soroti, and Arua 
held their elections on 1st and 2nd June and have also successfully completed 
                              their AGMs to usher in the new executives.

2.
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Revenues are the lifeblood of UIPE

As reported to the AGM in 2021, UIPE recorded a 55% growth in 2019 with a subsequent declining  
trend in 2020 and 2021 respectively.
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Table 1: Breakdown of revenues for 2018 to 2021

BUDGET (in UGX) 2022 in COMPARISONS TO PREVIOUS YEARS 

S/N Item 2022 Budget 2021 Budget 2020 Budget 2019 Budget 

1 Projected/Budget 

Income 

2,338,094,118 1,948,411,765 1,623,676,471 1,951,501,500 

2 Income/Revenue 2,161,591,000 3,240,089,260 3,290,444,362 1,951,501,500 

3 Expenditure 2,160,150,544 2,281,670,150 3,287,136,310 1,945,990,950 

4 Surplus/Deficit 1,440,156 958,418,110 3,307,950 5,510,550 

 

Item 2021 2020 2019 2018 

Membership 

Subscrip�on, 

Cer�ficates, 

Elec�on, 

Assessments, 

Surcharge fees 

 

763,496,250 711,725,723 686,622,800 462,673,200 

Management 

Strategic plan, 

Library, Fixed 

Deposit, 

Withdrawal 

 

60,368,866 74,358,738 111,376,349 22,817,342 

Publicity 

Sponsorship, Sale 

of Shirts, 

Magazines, Intel 

prof. tours 

 

31,150,000 100,000 

 

67,994,216 272,458,700  

 

 

Trainings 

NTC, CPD, EREP, 

WETT, IEEE 

 

482,403,533 587,990,554 506,009,425 564,576,180 

Annual Dinner 

APN waligo 

Memorial Lecture 

- - 83,240,000 25,470,000 

Consultancies/ 

Adjudica�on 

23,096,180 119,699,656 36,885,475 39,056,000 

Project Grants 113,236,760 129,751,800 658,796,124 - 

Total Income 1,473,751,589 1,623,626,471 2,150,924,386 1,387,051,422 
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Against the reported revenues, considerable efforts have been made to apply more stringent
finance controls over expenditure, whilst continuing to provide high quality services to members.  



As a result, and as reported to the AGM in 2022, based on realistic and verified levels of revenue, UIPE will generate a surplus by the end of the 2022 
financial year.

Our members are our future
As a membership-based, professional organisation, UIPE considers its membership numbers as a key performance indicator. Not only does the 
number of members influence the revenues available to UIPE, but increases in the different classes indicate broader ranging successes and 
impacts on the industries in which members work as well as the engineering profession as a whole.
For example, Corporate members provide the greatest revenue stream for UIPE but also corporate members, along with UIPE Fellows, act as a 
measure of professionalism in Uganda’s engineering industries. 
Student and Graduate members provide the basis of future revenue projections for UIPE but also indicate the values and attitudes of the young 
people coming into the industry.
In this regard, and as reported at the 2022 AGM, UIPE membership is showing steady growth in the Corporate, Graduate and Student membership 
classes.

Notwithstanding the steady growth shown in all but the honorary membership class, UIPE is aware of the need, and opportunities, for growth. This 
is particularly evident in its Technician and Technologist membership classes. 
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Table 3: UIPE membership by category from 2010 to 2022 

 Category 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

1 Fellows 25 28 28 28 28 28 28 29 29 28 31 30 36 

2 Corporate 562 577 597 616 650 784 769 836 895 698 768 1,294 1,553 

3 Honorary 06 06 06 06 07 08 07 07 06 07 07 06 07 

4 Technologists 49 57 62 63 68 69 49 51 66 59 65 84 101 

5 Technicians 28 36 41 43 46 47 35 38 55 41 45 143 172 

6 Graduate 384 486 576 678 809 853 832 962 1,125 745 820 820 1,950 

7 Student 316 230 408 689 1,171 1,864 1,594 1,989 2,179 1,160 1,276 2,694 3,233 

 Total 1,370 1,420 1,718 2,123 2,779 3,653 3,315 3,912 4,355 2,738 3,012 6,201 7,441 
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3 KEY ISSUES INFLUENCING
STRATEGY.
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key issues influencing strategy

UIPE operates within an environment of change 
where its members, their employers and the engi-
neering industry, as a whole, must respond to 
external demands for greater efficiency, value for 
money, new technologies and ways of doing 
things.  Therefore, in order to achieve the objec-
tives for which it is legally mandated, it must adapt 
and grow with the environment in which its mem-
bers operate. In order to do that, it must support its 
members to acquire knowledge, skills and compe-
tencies that the industry now demands and it too 
must subject itself to continuous performance 
improvement. 

Therefore, in order to identify the challenges, needs 
and priorities on the strategic way forward over the 
next 5 years UIPE and its stakeholders undertook a 
SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS, the outcomes of which 
are included in ANNEX A.
Key issues identified in the Situational Analysis, 
which inform and prioritise the STRATEGIC AIMS, 
THEMES and OBJECTIVES set out in this Strategic 
Plan, are summarised below:

 • UIPE Identity, Mandate, Constitution:
  Poor image and reputation of UIPE

 • Engineering Industry Situation:
  Unregulated engineering industry; 
  Poor graduate training; 
  No compulsory CPD to maintain   
  Corporate Membership and Regist 
  ered Engineer status; 
  Low perceived value of registered  
  engineers; 
  Low value of Technicians and Tech 
  nologists in Uganda

 • UIPE Membership:
  Few Technician and Technologist   
  members; 
  No seamless record/tracking system  
  of members from Student to Techni 
  cian 1/Technician 2/Graduate to   
  Corporate; 
  

 

 

  Stagnant membership; 
  Perceived poor value for money /   
  few membership benefits

• UIPE Services and Benefits:
  No active role in research towards  
  the enhancement of engineering   
  knowledge and practice; 
  Cumbersome engineers’ registration  
  process; 
  Advocacy and Advice: need for a   
  stronger and unified voice for the   
  engineering profession; 
  Informal / unstructured Professional  
  Development;
  Need for improved influence on   
  standard setting, validation & accred 
  itation
 
• UIPE Human and Structural Resources:
  Secretariat capacity needs strength 
  ening to improve performance; 
  Absence of performance manage  
  ment

• UIPE Relational Resources:
  No marketing/branding strate  
  gy/plan; 
  No formal stakeholder management; 
  Need to strengthen cooperation

• UIPE Physical and Financial Resources:
  Poor Debt collection; need for sound  
  financial management
  Insufficient financial resources;   
  Inadequate Information and comput 
  er technology (ICT); Offices; and   
  transportation
  Need for a Learning resource centre; 
 

. 



 4. STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND AIMS      
 2022-2027

From the Situational Analysis and within the Mandate and Core Functions expected of it, UIPE has 
identified a STRATEGIC DIRECTION for the next 5 years which aims to enhance its relevance to 
members and all those practicing as engineers, technologists and technicians throughout Uganda.
  
Two STRATEGIC AIMS emerge from the consultations:

 1. Position UIPE as an ‘Independent Professional Body” - capable of representing all   
  professionals, practicing or intending to practice, as engineers, technologists and   
  technicians in Uganda. As an independent professional body, UIPE will be expected to:
 
  • Lead in the development of policies and practices that improve performance of  
   professional engineers, technologists and technicians and the industries in  
   which they work; 
  • Enhance the role and reputation of its members as professionals with their  
   employers, their clients and the regulators of the industry. It is this profession 
   alism which underpins good practice and gives UIPE membership its ultimate  
   value;
  • Provide independent and trustworthy advice to policy makers, regulators and  
   practitioners throughout the industries in which their members work; 
  • Accredit training and educational programs that meet the needs of its mem 
   bers and their employers, which promote and encourage the application of  
   good governance and professional best practices for the betterment of the  
   engineering profession, the industries in which they work and the nation as a  
   whole.  

 2. Transform UIPE into a “Business-Orientated Organisation” - that sustainably provides  
  career development services to its members, from graduation (at universities and  
  technical colleges) to corporate membership and beyond.

  • An independent professional body needs to be supported by an organisation  
   that can promote and support its members in the attainment of the profession 
   alism and excellence to which they, their employers and the industries in which  
   they work, aspire. 
  • UIPE must therefore adopt best practices in governance and management to  
   set the standard of excellence expected of an independent professional body.
  • To fully support its members, UIPE must develop the capability to understand  
   and respond to the demands on the industries and the employer organisations  
   in which its members work, equipping its members to respond effectively. 
  • In order to offer its members maximum value and therefore enhance the bene 
   fits of membership, all activities, products and services offered by UIPE must  
   reflect, and respond to, the demands and needs of its members and the indus 
   tries in which they work. 
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5. STRATEGIC THEMES AND 
OBJECTIVES
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Based on the two STRATEGIC AIMS set out above 
UIPE has identified four STRATEGIC THEMES in 
which its activities will be organized. 
Spread across the four Strategic Themes are 14 
OBJECTIVES which have been formulated to 
enable UIPE to achieve the Strategic Aims by 
2026 and ultimately achieve its Mission, Vision 
and Constitutional obligations. 

5.1 Strategic themes

The four strategic themes selected by Stakehold-
ers for UIPE are presented below in the form of a 
house (Figure 2) where the desired result (Mis-
sion) ‘improved professional practice impacting 
industry and society in Uganda’ (represented as 
the roof of the “House”), will flow from achieving 
the Objectives set out in the 4 Themes, all of 
which aim to achieve the UIPE Vision of “Engi-
neering excellence transforming the nation”.

Theme A: Strengthen UIPE’s institutional capaci-
ty

This theme focuses on establishing a fully func-
tional UIPE Secretariat, equipped with the 
required resources to fulfil its mandate and mis-
sion. This theme forms the foundation of the 
“House” and represents the inputs/enablers 
required for building the rest of the “House”. The 
resources in this theme include human, structural 
and physical resources.
 
Theme B:  Improve image, increase membership 
and income

This theme, based on Theme A, focuses on 
improving the image of UIPE and its services, 
growing membership and income – income from 
membership fees but also from new sources. 
This theme forms the floor of the “House” and 
represents further enablers to build the walls of 
the “House”.

 

Improved Professional practice impacting
                  industry and society

             THEME C:
ENHANCE UIPE’S ROLE IN
       PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPEMENT AND 
           RESEARCH

              THEME D:
STRENGTHEN STANDARDS,
          REGULATIONS,
     PROFESSIONALISM &
                ETHICS

THEME B - IMPROVE IMAGE, GROW MEMBERSHIP AND INCOME

THEME A - BUILD INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY

IMPLEMENTING THE MISSION

By naturing and promoting
excellence in the science and
practice of engineering in 
Uganda

ACHIEVING THE VISION:
Engineering Excellence
Transforming the Nation

Figure 2

Theme C: Enhance UIPE’S role in professional 
development and research 

This theme, building on Themes A and B, focuses 
on enhancing professional development and 
research. This theme represents core services 
presented to members and partners and forms 
the wall of the “House” (visible above the 
ground).

Theme D: Strengthen standards, regulations, 
professionalism and ethics

This theme, also built on Themes A and B, focus-
es on strengthening standards, regulations, 
increasing professionalism throughout the indus-
try and improving professional ethics. This theme 
expects UIPE to exert influence on the industry’s 
regulators, policy makers and practitioners to 
raise standards and contribute to performance 
improvement in the engineering and construction 
sector. It forms the other part of the wall of the 
“House” and is particularly concerned with UIPE’s 
meaningful visibility.
 

5. STRATEGIC THEMES AND OBJECTIVES

UIPE STRATEGIC THEMES
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5.2 Objectives

Each of the 4 THEMES contains 3 or 4 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES that are presented below:

 1. Improve and strengthen UIPE’s governance mandate, policies and plans 
 2. Improve and strengthen UIPE’s organisational structure, culture and work environment 
 3. Improve, strengthen and create new where necessary, management procedures and  
  systems including measures for improved financial, stakeholder and risk manage  
  ment. 
 4. Improve and strengthen the skills and competency-base of UIPE’s Council and Secre 
  tariat.

 5. Enhance UIPE Image and reputation
 6. Grow membership in all classes and disciplines, from public and private sectors
 7. Increase revenue from membership fees and other sources.

 8. Introduce professional development programmes that give a structured route to regis 
  tration in all classes of UIPE membership.
 9. Develop and introduce mandated Continuous Professional Development (CPD) for all  
  membership classes
 10. Increase participation in, and promotion of, research.

 

 11. Raise educational standards for Engineers, Technologists and Technicians in Uganda 
 12. Undertake more influential Advocacy and Advice. 
 13. Improve and extend the regulatory framework affecting engineering and the industries  
  in which it is practiced.
 14. Improve and more widely demonstrate ethical behaviour amongst UIPE member.

5.3 Strategy Map

The UIPE strategy map is depicted in Figure 3. It shows how the 14 objectives, spread across the 4 
themes build on each other to add value from bottom to the top.

Theme A forms the foundation and Theme B forms the floor of the “House”. These themes put in 
place the internal processes and capabilities on which all performance improvements depend. 

THEME A. STRENGTHEN UIPE’S INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY

THEME B. IMPROVE IMAGE, INCREASE MEMBERSHIP AND INCOME

THEME C. ENHANCE UIPE’S ROLE IN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH

THEME D. STRENGTHEN STANDARDS, REGULATIONS, PROFESSIONALISM AND ETHICS



Theme A forms the foundation and Theme B forms the floor of the “House”. These themes put in 
place the internal processes and capabilities on which all performance improvements depend. 

Themes C and D form the walls and columns of the house on which the Roof or Mission and Vision 
depend. Theme C aims to support UIPE members to attain skills and competencies that will enhance 
their performance in the industry and enable them to offer their employers better value and therefore 
enhance their employability. Theme D focuses on UIPE, as an advocate and valued advisor to the 
engineering profession in Uganda and the industry as a whole on engineering matters.

The hypothesis is that with the achievement of these 14 objectives, in the four themes, the desired 
impact will be made in industry and society, UIPE will achieve its Mission and the Vision statement 
will be achieved.
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Figure3: The UIPE House – our Strategy Map
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As set out above, THEME A envisages changes 
to be made in the governance, management and 
administration of UIPE. As the successful imple-
mentation of this strategic plan depends on the 
underpinning organisational performance of 
UIPE, special attention is given in this section to 
achieving the OBJECTIVES, set out in THEME A. 

6.1  Improve and strengthen UIPE’s gover-
nance mandate, policies and plans 

As the governing body of UIPE, it is incumbent on 
the Council to ensure they are operating effec-
tively and in the best interests of the organisa-
tion, its membership, the engineering profession 
and the country as a whole. To achieve this will 
require the Council to evaluate their performance 
and adopt practices which will enable them to 
emulate governance best practices adopted by 
their equivalent organisations in other profes-
sions in Uganda, and cohort engineering institu-
tions throughout the world. 

The following priorities have been identified in 
pursuit of this Objective: 

 a. Update and Strengthen UIPE’s   
  corporate documentation to:

  i. Emphasise the engineering ‘ 
   Leadership’ and ‘Direction’   
   mandate of Council 
  ii. Establish the principle of   
   delegated authority to   
   enable non-executive func  
   tions of Council to be sepa  
   rated from the executive   
   functions to be carried out   
   by the  ecretariat
  iii. Review and clarify the func  
   tions undertaken by Council  
   Committees and update   
   committee terms of refer  
   ence.
 

 

 iv. Review and clarify the functions of  
  Branch Executives and update the  
  relevant corporate documentation;

b. Update and strengthen UIPE’s Code of   
 Ethics, with guidelines, for Members,   
 Council and Staff;

c. Adopt a 5-year Strategic Plan, to be   
 approved by Council, as the framework for  
 planning, managing and reporting on the  
 use of UIPE’s assets and resources; 

d. Adopt a rolling 3-year Business Plan, to be  
 approved by Council, as the framework for  
 planning, managing and reporting on the  
 revenues and expenditures required to   
 under pin the achievement of UIPE’s   
 Strategic Plan; 
e. Undertake performance reporting and   
 appraisal of UIPE (as an organisation), The  
 Council, Individual Council members,   
 Branch Executives and members of the   
 Secretariat, in line with their respective   
 mandates, roles and responsibilities.

6.2 Improve and strengthen UIPE’s organisa-
tional structure, culture and work environment.

The starting point for the performance improve-
ment to which UIPE strives, is the establishment 
of an organisational structure, corporate culture 
and work environment that is best suited to 
achieving its mandate and strategic objectives.  
UIPE’s core values are set out in this strategic 
Plan. The challenge for the Council and Secretari-
at is to ensure that it’s declared core values are 
expressed in its policies and procedures, the 
work environment, the way people work and the 
way the organisation interacts with its key stake-
holders.  
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An EU grant has been secured to enable UIPE to 
invest in new assets including modern ICT equip-
ment, a new vehicle, new office furniture, a gener-
ator and a high-speed internet connection. This 
equipment is currently being procured and instal-
lation is planned by the end of 2020. EU-funded 
technical assistance is also assisting UIPE to 
update and strengthen its governance documen-
tation and business systems, measures also due 
for completion by the end of 2020. 

The following priorities have been identified in 
pursuit of this Objective:  

 a. Based on an objective review and   
  benchmarking, adapt the structure  
  of, and relationships between,   
  Council, Council Committees, the   
  Secretariat, Branches and Mem  
  bers.
 b. Appoint key personnel to fill exist  
  ing gaps and provide strategic   
  capabilities, as follows:

  i. a Professional Development  
   Manager (PDM) to manage  
   the development and   
   delivery of UIPE’s planned   
   professional development   
   and graduate training   
   programmes (EU’s GTP   
   grant), and 
  ii. a full time Training Officer   
   (TO) to support the delivery  
   of UIPE’s professional   
   development and graduate  
   training programmes. 
 
 c. Adopt -a corporate culture com  
  mensurate with an outward and f  
  orward looking professional body,  
  non-discriminatory of age, gender,  
  ethnic or social background,   
  respectful and supportive of the   
  diverse technical and managerial   
  expertise of its members and staff
. 
 

. 
 d. Equip UIPE with:
  i. Modern office accommoda 
   tion and furniture (EU’s GTP  
   grant)
  ii. Modern ICT equipment (EU’s  
   GTP grant)
  iii. Fast and reliable internet   
   access (fibre-optic connec  
   tions) (EU’s GTP grant)
  iv. Reliable utilities including   
   generator back up (EU’s GTP  
   grant)
  v. Transportation (a vehicle for  
   operational use) (EU’s GTP  
   grant).

 e. Progress the development of UIPE’s  
  proposed headquarters building by:
  i. Securing the legal rights to  
   build.
  ii. Finalising the project busi  
   ness plan and securing   
   finance.

6.3 Improve, strengthen and introduce proce-
dures and systems including measures for 
improved governance, financial, stakeholder and 
risk management.

Integral to achieving improved performance is the 
need for UIPE to be aware of and understand its 
activities, evaluate its procedures, and identify 
ways in which performance can be systematically 
improved for all of its stakeholders. Council will 
be expected to lead the way establishing systems 
and procedures that will improve the governance, 
management and administration capabilities of 
the organisation. 
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The following priorities have been identified in 
pursuit of this Objective:  

a. Development and adoption of a ‘Council   
 Operating Manual’ setting out Council rules  
 and procedures (included in EU-TA 2020),
b. Update, strengthen and introduce, where  
 necessary, policy documents, strategic   
 planning and  guidance documents as   
 follows: 

 iii. Finance and Accounting Manual   
  (December 2015) (included in EU-TA  
  2020)
 iv. Human Resource Manual (Decem  
  ber 2015) (included in EU-TA 2020)
 v. Membership application and regis 
  tration process (EREP) (included in  
  EU-TA 2020)
 vi. Stakeholder management plan and  
  implementation guidelines (?)
 vii. Advocacy Plan (proposed 2020)
 viii. Branding and communications   
  policy, plan and implementation   
  guidelines (as prepared by EU-TA for  
  UIPE approval 2020).
c. ICT systems software for mission-critical  
 operations including:
 ix. Project management and reporting 
 x. Financial management, accounting,  
  collection of membership subscrip 
  tions, debt collection (EU GTP and  
  support included in EU-TA 2020)
 xi. Membership registration and data  
  base (EU GTP and support included  
  in EU-TA 2020)
 xii. Stakeholder communications,   
  engagement, market research and  
  data collection (EU GTP and support  
  included in EU-TA 2020)
 
6.4 Improve and strengthen the skills and   
 competency-base of UIPE’s Council and  
 Secretariat..
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To underpin the performance improvements 
expected of UIPE during the period of this strate-
gic plan, it is expected that UIPE’s Council and 
Secretariat will need to adopt new procedures and 
practices; requiring changes in its corporate 
culture, working practices along with the acquisi-
tion of new skills and competencies.  

To meet this challenge from the top, where the 
Council is expected to meet Governance best 
practices, Council members and key executive 
officers shall undertake a comprehensive induc-
tion training programme with refresher courses 
provided at intervals throughout the year. This is 
particularly important in the case of the rotating 
membership of UIPE’s Council. It is intended to 
commence the induction training in 2020.

With UIPE benefitting from a technical assistance 
programme funded by the EU, a programme of 
training, coaching and mentoring from key experts 
is expected to take place during 2020, prioritising 
training in, and adoption of, new business-critical 
ICT systems and software. However, UIPE must 
expect to make further investments in training for 
personnel beyond the duration of the EU-funded 
technical assistance.

The following priorities have been identified in 
pursuit of this Objective:  

a. Corporate governance training modules for  
 all Council members applied annually as  
 Induction and refresher courses (support  
 included in EU-TA 2020)
b. Training for Secretariat Staff in a range of  
 business-relevant topics, including:

 i. People management, team building  
  and cultural awareness.
 ii. Stakeholder engagement, communi 
  cations and public affairs through a  
  range of media
 iii. Report writing and presentation   
  skills

STRENGTHENING UIPE
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iv. Technically relevant topics (e.g. engineering  
 for administrators)
c. On-the-job training and coaching for Secretari 
 at Staff on software packages used by UIPE  
 (some support anticipated from EU-TA 2020  
 for packages purchased under EU GTP Grant)

 
7 DELIVERING THE STRATEGY

This Strategic Plan sets out the Strategic Direction 
and Aims (Section 4) and the Strategic Themes and 
Objectives (section 5), that are to be achieved over 
the next 5 years.
Accompanying this Strategic Plan is a Results Man-
agement Matrix which sets out the activities and 
deliverables expected during the course of the Plan, 
against which progress will be managed, monitored 
and reported on a quarterly basis to Council. Also 
accompanying this Strategic Plan is a 3- year Busi-
ness Plan, setting out the revenues and expenditures 
expected to deliver the Plan in its first three years.
In order to deliver this strategy, the following 
arrangements will be adopted:

7.1 Governance, decision making (including  
 approvals and changes)

 • Once launched, the Council will be  
  responsible for ensuring the mobiliza 
  tion of resources to ensure the timely  
  implementation of the Strategic Direc 
  tion, Aims, Themes and Objectives set  
  out in this Strategic Plan.
 • Council may sanction changes to the  
  Activities (see 7.3) but no changes  
  shall be sanctioned to the Strategic  
  Direction, Aims, Themes and Objec 
  tives
 • In exceptional circumstances, Council  
  may sanction changes to externally-ori 
  ented  Objectives but these must be  
  based upon clear evidence that the  
  prescribed Objective is no longer   
  relevant to UIPE’s Vision, Mission,  
  Strategic Direction or Aims. 
 

 • As this is a period of growth and   
  development, Council will be   
  called-upon to sanction the creation  
  of new facilities and services that  
  provide a proven benefit to UIPE   
  members and enhance their ability  
  to achieve the objectives set out in  
  this Strategic Plan.

7.2 Management, administration, reporting   
 and evaluation

 • Day-to-day management of the   
  Activities will be the responsibility  
  of the Executive Secretary who may  
  delegate specific tasks to the Man 
  agers and Officers of the Secretari 
  at.
 • Accompanying this Strategic Plan is  
  a Results Management Matrix   
  which sets out the  Activities and  
  Deliverables expected during the   
  course of the Plan. Progress will be  
  managed, monitored and report  
  ed-on quarterly to Council against  
  the Deliverables set  out in the   
  Results Matrix.

7.3 Revenue, resources and support, its   
 availability and acquisition

 • Day-to-day management of UIPE   
  revenue, resources and support will  
  be the responsibility of the Execu  
  tive Secretary who may delegate   
  specific tasks to the Managers and  
  Officers of the Secretariat.
 • Accompanying this Strategic Plan is  
  a 3-year Business Plan which sets  
  out the resources needed to under 
  take the activities planned. Prog  
  ress will be managed, monitored   
  and reported on quarterly to Council  
  against the targets set out in the   
  Business Plan.
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 • At the commencement of this Plan (during 2020) UIPE will benefit from a Technical Assistance  
 Resource funded by the European Union which currently extends to:
  o Support for the governance and organizational performance improvements set  
   out in Theme A
  o Support for measures that will facilitate the achievement of improvements set  
   out in Theme B
  o Support to establish a professional development capability and resource as a  
   basis of achieving the objectives set out in Theme C
  o Support to extend UIPE’s external influence and achieve the objectives set out in  
   Theme D

7.4 Assumptions and safeguards

Whilst every effort has been made to identify the strategic objectives and set out the actions most 
suited to achieving them, some Assumptions have been made against which Safeguards are consid-
ered. 

STRENGTHENING UIPE & DELIVERING STRATEGY
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 8 STRATEGIC BUDGET

The budget set out in this section will include:
 1. The overall cost of initiatives to achieve the strategic objectives (incl. capital and   
  non-capital activities, projects and programs). 
 2. Costing of the initiatives set out in the Action Plan/ Results Matrix (ex Scorecard) 
 3. Cost estimates for each initiative indicated in the Action Plan/ Results Matrix (ex Score 
  card) in UGX (millions) and are the total costs for the 5-year period – from 2022 - 2026. 
NOTES:
1. The financial year starts 1 January – and the first year in which UIPE expenditure can be con 
 sidered in this strategic budget is January 2022.
2. UIPE is receiving technical assistance and Grant monies from the EU which will contribute to  
 the implementation of some objectives
3. Where initiatives are indicated with zero cost estimates in the Action Plan/ Results Matrix (ex  
 Scorecard), it means that these initiatives are implemented by UIPE staff without the require 
 ment for funds in addition to the operational budget. 
4. Excludes operational costs and the remuneration and benefits of new members to be appoint 
 ed in the proposed organisational structure. So, this strategic budget is in addition to the UIPE  
 operational budget
5. Further breakdown of both Development budget and operating budget is included in the BUSI 
 NESS PLAN DOCUMENT – accompanying this Plan.

INPUTS REQUIRED FROM:
 1. THE BUSINESS PLAN (IN PREPARATION)
 2. RESOURCE ESTIMATES FROM THE RESULTS MATRIX 

ANNEX A SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES FROM THE SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
The key strategic issues, derived from the situational analysis, identified as the most important and 
urgent to be addressed in the 5-year Strategic Plan, are presented below. In brackets are the average 
ratings given by the four groups (35 participants) at the Jinja Strategy Workshop of November 2018. 
Ratings are from 1 to 10. The bigger the perceived issue, the higher the rating.

UIPE IDENTITY, MANDATE, CONSTITUTION:

1. Poor image and reputation: Perceptions of old fashioned, male, elitist, civil engineering institu 
 tion lead by academics and public-sector engineers; not for technicians and technologists;  
 invisible; low perceived relevance; low effectiveness and impact in Uganda; poor role models;  
 not keeping up with new technology; not keeping up with new careers, e.g. bio-medical, chemi 
 cal, geotechnical, environmental, road safety, petroleum, robotics, ICT, electronics, computers,  
 automotive, manufacturing, aeronautics, space and project management; need to rebrand with  
 new service offerings [9]
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 2. Confusion in UIPE Name: Professional Engineers, perceived as not inclusive of T1 & T2;   
 perhaps changing it to “Uganda Institution for Professions in Engineering” [from Uganda Insti 
 tution of Professional Engineering] to make it sound more inclusive for all classes? [5] 
3. New ERB Bill (2018): Possible impacts on UIPE, e.g. required credit points say every 5 years to  
 maintain practicing license; accreditation of training programmes to be provided by ERB? [5]

ENGINEERING INDUSTRY SITUATION:

4. Unregulated engineering industry: No clear distinction between registered and non-registered  
 engineers; between corporate members and non-UIPE members; UIPE membership (and RE  
 status) not required for employment in all sectors; no reservation of certain work for certain  
 membership classes; many engineering lecturers not UIPE members [10] 
5. Poor graduate training: Government not training Ugandan engineers, technicians & technolo 
 gists on our own projects; need for training agreements with government & employers;   
 no/poor/informal graduate training programmes; poor mentorship - need for mentorship train 
 ing and detailed ToRs for mentors [10]
6. No compulsory CPD to maintain Corporate Membership & Registered Engineer status [9] 
7. Low perceived value of registered engineers: especially in the private sector and local govern 
 ments; often no distinction between registered and non-registered engineers – in recognition  
 and pay; poor pay in particularly in the public sector [9]
8. Low value of Technicians & Technologists in Uganda: leading to all T1 and T2 to upgrade to G;  
 causing the inverted triangle; need to improve image of UTCs [9]  
9. Low local industry competitiveness: perceived low competitiveness to win contracts (consult 
 ancy and construction) [7]
10. Low industry skills: perceived low skills in the sector/industry [7]
11. Local content: No enforcement of 30% local content on awarded contracts [7]
12. Unemployment for many graduates (mostly university graduates); finding it difficult to apply  
 for Corporate membership, due to limited experience [6]

UIPE MEMBERSHIP:

13. Few Technician & Technologist members in UIPE House (only 2%) [10]
14. No seamless record/tracking system of members from S to T1/T2/G to C to RE (in” UIPE  
 House”) [9]
15. Stagnant membership: no significant recent membership growth; composition mainly in one  
 discipline (civil) and few classes (engineering students, graduates and corporate members);  
 need for outreaches to UTCs, Universities, Employers, etc. (with ERB?); need to also grow  
 elders to act as mentors [9] 
16. Perceived poor value for money / few membership benefits: Many unaware of UIPE, its   
 services and benefits; many unimpressed with benefits, especially from private sector [9]
17. Special interest groups / potential “breakaway associations”: specialised interest groups, e.g.  
 consulting engineers & petroleum engineers, that should be brought under the general umbrel 
 la of UIPE to conform with the ERB Act [5]

UIPE SERVICES & BENEFITS:

18. No active role in research towards the enhancement of engineering knowledge and practice;  
 limited funds for research [9]

SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES FROM SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
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19. Cumbersome engineers’ registration process: need to improve/simplify the process for apply 
 ing for corporate membership and ERB registration; review MET Committee and JAC opera 
 tions; need to improve quality, speed and consistency of assessments; need for trained asses 
 sors; harmonise requirements with countries in the region; make provision for different disci 
 plines and areas of specialisation; follow good project management practice and manage  
 expectations [8] 
20. Advocacy & Advice: need for a stronger and unified voice for the engineering profession with  
 bigger impact to change policies, legislation, procedures, practices, enforcement; silent on  
 matters of national importance; UIPE seems not able to influence government to regulate the  
 construction industry to save the local construction industry; UIPE not really in the news seen  
 as influencing politics and serving community; be part of debates e.g. on procurement, corrup 
 tion; advise government on critical issues concerning engineers and Uganda, e.g. management  
 of UNRA,  appointment and training of young engineers and advocate for job requirements to  
 help locals get work [9] 
21. Informal / unstructured Professional Development (CPD) - for both pre- and post-registration;  
 need to expand/improve CPD; online credit point system; distinguish between pre and post r 
 egistration CPD; mentorship could, for example, count as points for post registration CPD;  
 making corporate members / registered engineers more responsible in giving back. [8]
22. Sharing: need to improve face to face and online networking and sharing of information, knowl 
 edge and opportunities amongst members; incl. performance on strategy execution [7]
23. Cumbersome membership application & payment system: Unclear, difficult to become a  
 member and make payments [6]
24. High volume, low cost, low quality CPD training: Training approach to be reviewed [5] 
25. Standard setting, validation & accreditation: Emphasis on numbers and not quality; need to  
 actively participate in setting standards at educational and training institutions to ensure  
 Ugandans’ competitiveness with the world – in all disciplines; MoU (UIPE – ERB – NCHE) on  
 accreditation of university curricula; need to cooperate with MoES, UACE & UNABCEC on UTC  
 curricula accreditation [4] 

UIPE HUMAN & STRUCTURAL RESOURCES:

26. Secretariat capacity & performance: Need to review the role and authority of the Secretariat  
 and its required human resources (leadership, staff and skills) [8]
27. No performance management: No strategy-based performance management system (PMS);  
 no performance agreements; no cascading of strategy to branches & committees; no formal  
 monthly/quarterly/annual performance measurement, evaluation & reporting [8]
28. Low UIPE performance culture: low levels of trust, dialogue and engagement; poor time man 
 agement; conflicts, limited teamwork; poor relations and trust between Council & Secretariat  
 [7]
29. UIPE Organisational structure: slow decision-making and implementation; unclear roles and  
 responsibilities; poor communication and coordination; need to review composition, powers  
 and relations within and amongst the Council, Committees, Branches and the Secretariat. [7]
30. Council composition & representation: Need to review the composition and election of council  
 members to make it more representative, without making it too large; ensure representation  
 from all classes, disciplines, branches, public and private sectors, age groups and gender. [7]
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 31. No formal risk management: Non-robust financial management system; no formal risk man 
 agement system; no formal auditing function [7]  
32. Incomplete policies & procedures: Lacking procurement, transport policies and procedures;  
 need for improved financial management policies and procedures; need for better implementa 
 tion and enforcement [7]
33. Council performance: Need to review the council structure, leadership, unity, sustainability and  
 performance could be improved; how to improve performance of Committees [6]
34. Branch performance: Review the role and authority of branches; need to cascade the UIPE S 
 trategic Plan to Branch Annual Plans and include them in quarterly performance management  
 system; enhance activities/projects on branch level [6]
35. Poor project management: No integrated portfolio, programme and project management to  
 optimise efficiency, effectiveness and impact [5]

UIPE RELATIONAL RESOURCES:

36. No marketing/branding strategy/plan: Poor marketing of UIPE and its services [9]
37. No formal stakeholder management: need to review and strengthen stakeholder relations and  
 collaboration, e.g. with MoES, MoWT, NCHE, ERB, UACE, UNABCEC & UNRA, MoLG, PPDA; need  
 to develop a stakeholder engagement/management plan linked to the strategic plan [8]
38. Need to strengthen cooperation: need to strengthen cooperation agreements with institutions  
 in UK, RSA, etc. with regard to shared use of facilities and other resources; need to actively  
 engage government and professional bodies [8]

UIPE PHYSICAL & FINANCIAL RESOURCES:

39. Debt collection: need improved debt collection; need to use both carrot & stick [10]
40. Insufficient financial resources: Need more income and more income streams; for improved  
 sustainability; e.g. income from training, advertisements, consultancy [10] 
41. ICT: need to upgrade website for improved service delivery; need to investigate how ICT could  
 be used for better service delivery [10]
42. Offices: Poor office accommodation; unreliable electricity and internet; causing many interrup 
 tions and inefficiencies; need to develop Technology House; consider sharing ERB Offices; also  
 consider proper offices for branches [9]
43. Learning resource centre: Need to offer members required learning resources, incl. hard and  
 soft copies, incl. E-learning [9]
44. Transport: lack of official transport at headquarters and at branches, causing delays and poor  
 service delivery [8] 
45. Financial management: Non-robust financial system [7]

SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES FROM SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
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